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INTRODUCTION
The Saturn IB/V Instrument Unit utilizes thermal conditioning
panels which mount about the IU inner skin structure to provide
(1) the physics/ mounting locations for components and (Z) a heat
sink for removal of heat generated within components.
Heat transfer between the components and thermal condition-
ing panel, in the vacuum environment of space, is primarily by
conduction. Component mounting thus becomes the major con-
sideration in achieving effective heat transfer from component
to mounting structures.
A reduction in the heat transfer capability directly affects
reliability, since degradation of solid state components occurs
when operating at above ambient temperature levels, and also
places a limit on packaging density.
Thermal conductivity values within solidsha_ been sufficiently
established, but very little is known about the thermal contact
conductance between dissimilar metallic surfaces applicable to
Saturn IB/V design. The following program was undertaken to
obtain basic heat transfer data for structural materials presently
used in Saturn IB/V IU Component Case Structure Design.
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DISCUSSION
lo Test Program O_llne
A. Basic Considerations - Environmental
The definition of heat transfer involvel each of the three
mode s o
Convection
Radiation
Conduction
How each mode enters into the overall heat transfer function
must be considered for the specific operating environment.
The environment to be considered will be a vacuum environ-
ment since more than 9990 of the Saturn mtas_on will be at
orSita/ a/ti_ude s.
1. Convection
Convection is dependent upon a _luid or gaseous substance
as a heat transfer medium and subsequently upon air density
and gravitationa/ effectso
Both air density and gravtt 7 effects reduce drastically as
orbital a/titudes are reached. Molecular mean free path
for air at presaures of 1 x 10 -4 torr can be shown to be 5.04
x 10 "1 meter|. At normal atmosphere (760 tort) the mean
path is 6.63 x 10 -8 meter|. The low number of molecular
collisions occurring at 1 x 10 -4 tort a/low a gaseous con-
duction of 1.63 x 10 -6 watts/cm Z° K. At 760 _orr the gaseous
conductance increases to 998 w'atts/crn 2° K° These conduc-
tance values were derived acro0| a Z.5 micron spacing of
two parallel plates. This spacing was considered to be the
equivalent best case convective heat transfer condttLon
between the non-contacting areal of the test sample surfaces.
The temperature of one of the plates veal aliumed at 288°K
for rheas calculations.
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Initial testing revealed conductance values at low contact
pressures to be on the order of 0.1watts/crnZ°K. Thin
indicates heat transfer due to convection will amount to
less than O. OOZ percent of the total contact conductance
in a v_cuum environment of less than 1 x 10-4tort.
Z. Radiation
The effects of radiation heat transfer between adjacent
rnater_l surfaces with moderate temperature differenti_I
between surfaces has been f°und to be quite low.
Rad/ation to the surrounding environment however would
introduce appreciable errors. The effects of radiation heat
transfer to the surrounding environment was nullified by
the use of separator disks and radiation shields in order to
assure effective measurement of thermal conductivity.
5. Conduction - Contact Conductance
Heat transfer between a component structure and the
thermal conditioning panel surface _s dependent upon the
geometry of physical contact w_th intimate metal to metal
contact required to provide a heat transfer path.
The ability of materials in contact to transfer heat through
surface contact is defined as thermal contact conductance.
It is this parameter, controlling heat transfer in a vacuum
environment, that is to be accurately determined.
B. Basic Considerations - Test Hardware
The test f_.-ture required to determine thermal contact
conductance consisted of the following thermocouple instru-
mented hardware (Figure 1).
6
1. Heat Source: The main heater consists of two 80 watt
cartridge type heaters installed in a gold plated truncated
¢opper cone.
2. Heat Fluxrneter: The fluxmeter is a cylindrical section
of high purity armco iron placed in contact with the main
heater. The outer surfaces of the fluxmeter were gold plated.
Armco iron w'as selected as the ma_erlal for heat flow (flux)
determination because of well established heat transfer
-4-
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characteristics and inherent high temperature drop per
unit length. Thermal characteristics of a section of the
original arrnco iron sample were reaffirmed by tests
conducted by the National Bureau of Standards.
3. Test Samples: A location for placement of two
c711ndical test samples was provided above the fluxmeter°
Each test sample was 5.81 cm in diameter and Z. 03 crn in
length.
4. Heat Sink: A cylindrical shaped heat sink in contact
with the upper sample provided a path for water cool&nt
flow used to remove heat from the test column.
5. Physical Joints: The number of physical joints
between the individual sections of the test column (L.e.
heat source to fluxmeter, fluxmeter to lower sample,
upper sample to heat sink) alter the temperature gradient
through the test column, directly affecting the accuracy of
heat flow measurements by concentrating temperature drops
primarily in the physical joint areas.
Heat flow can be considered as flowing in a series path from
heater to cooler, the path being analageous to a series elect-
rical circuit. See Figure Z.
The _ symbol Indicates thermal contact resistance which
is the reciprocal of thermal contact conductance dependent
upon test column load pressures, with the joint between the
upper and lower sample being the test joint under study. The
symbol is the thermal resistivity (which is the reci-
procal of thermal conductivity) of the basic materials in the
test column configuration and is independent of test column
load pressures.
The thermal contact resistance varies with contact pressure
producing a ZI t as a function of pressure change.
Since the measurement of heat flow is based on the temperature
IWatson, T.H. & H.E. Robinson, "Thermal Conductivity and
Electrical Restivit 7 of a Specimen o._ Armco Iron,,, N.B.S.
Report 8389, July, 1964.
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drop per unit length through the test column it was
desirable to reduce temperature drop between (a) the main
Heater and fluxmeter, (b) fluxmeter and lower sample, and
(c) upper sample and cooler.
The contacting surfaces of the test column sections were
lapped and coated with a high vacuum sillcongrease to
achieve a reduction of _ in the test column configura-
tion. "
6. Load Source - Control
To permit the study of contact conductance under a varying
load while maintaining vacuum operating conditions, a load
source consisting of a pressure regulated bellows assembly
was used to apply force to the test column. The resultant
pressure was monitored by a load cell placed at the upper
(opposite) end of the test column.
As previously noted on Page 3, (Basic Considerations, En-
vironments.l) radiation losses were nullified by:
7. Radiation Shields
The test column surface temperature levels were checked
at six discrete levels. Six radiation shields surrounding
the test column were ffea_e_dto maintain id_-ntlcalsurface
temperature levels. Radiation viewing effects between the
test column and radiation rings were reduced to a minimum
by adding fiberglas rings separating each radiation shield
and its adjacent test column surface. The radiation shields
and adjacent test column surfaces were gold plated to reduce sur-
face emissivity to a minimum.
C. Test Sample Material Considerations
During the test period heat transfer investigations were per-
formed with the following materials in contact with Aluminum
6061-T6.
(1) Aluminum 6061-T6
I_RODUG_II/I_ OF THE
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(Z) Almag 35 (as cast)
(3) A Z91C-T4
(4) Aluminum 356 (ascast)
(S) LA-141
An additional test was performed using Almag 35 (as cast)
in contact with A Z91C-T4.
The test samples were prepared from the appropriate cast,
or tempered c71indrtcal bar stock to conform to the physical
dimensions shown in Figure 3. Contact surfaces other than
the actual test joints were lapped and the outer sample sur-
faces were polished to obtain a low emissivity.
Test joint surfaces ranged from lapped to fiycutter machined,
with anodize treatment of two samples (AZPlC and LA-141)
and beryllium coating of an LA-141 sample.
Sample surface treatment produced by flycutter machining,
and subsequent surface treatments ranged from 0.28 to
Z.48 microns. Two samples were lapped to a 0.07 microns
surface prior to testing.
Of the two samp_.ee required for each test, the sample shown
as upper (opposite the applied load) was normally 6061-T6,
which at the inception of the test program was the material
considered for the thermal conditioning panel mounting surface.
The thermal conditioning panel mounting surface however
Ls presently Aluminum 6951-T6. Characteristic differences
between 6061-T6 and 6951-T6 are primarLIy due to the
differences in alloying elements as shown in Table I. The
material properties are compared in Table _I.
-9-
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TABLE I
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION LIMITS
ALUMINUM 6951 - ALLrMINUM 6061
i
Element
Silicon
Iron
Copper
(%)
I
Alloy 6951
I
0.Z0-0.50
Alloy 6061
0.40-0.8
/'
0.8 0.7
0.15-0.40 0.15-0.40
Mangane s• 0. I0 0.15
Magne sium 0.40-0.8 0.8-1. Z
ChromLum 0.15-0.35
NLckel
Zinc 0. Z 0. Z5
T itanLum 0.15
Othe r 0.15 0.15
Alumlnu=_ Re maLnder Remainder
lal
TABLE
COMPARISON OF MATEKIAL PROPERTIES
Property
I
Br_neI1 Hardness No.
Thermal Conductivity
Yield Strength
Modulus o_ Elasticity
Units
I I H I
500 KG Load
I0 MM Ball
V,' / C rn 0 C
n/cm z
6951-T6
J
82
1.16
Z3 x 10 3
6.9 x 106
6061-T6
IH II
95
1.55
Z8 x I03
6.9x 106
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The lower Brinell Hardness rating for 695I-T6 indicates
the material surface wtU yield more readily to an equivalent
load permitting a greater contact area to exist between the
thermal conditioning panel and case structure.
The thermal conductivity of 6951-T6 is improved compared
to 6061-T6 indicating a more effective basic heat sink.
A reduction in yield strength will not effectively reduce the
structural strength of the thermal conditioning panei since
structural strength is primarily provided by the honeycomb
structure.
D. Test Sample Surface Considerations
The surface finish of the thermal conditioning panel is speci-
fied to be 3Z m_cro inches CLA (0.81 microns) or less.
Original surface finishing of the #Z3 brazing sheet (with 69 51-
T6 surface) used for the thermal conditioning panel skin is
performed by a rolling process which produces a random
surface pattern prlmarLIy of macroscopic nature. The sur-
face fl.nish of the case structure is to be comparable with
thermal conditioning panel surface finish.
1. Surface Treatment and Area of Physical Contact.
Surface conditions for each of the sample test joints were
checked for average surface finish and surface flatness prior
to contact conductance testing. Test sample positioning
(orientation) was controlled during test activity to secure
known surface profiles. This was done in order to measure
At's bet_veen adjacent sample areas, and to determine the
average type and number of surface contact areas between
the test samples.
I
2. Surface Hardness
Materta/hardness was measured by two methods - "_'ickers
(diamond point) and Brine]/ or Rockwell(ball indenter) follow-
ing conductance testing.
-IZ-
E° Basic Considerations - Instrumentation Accuracy
1. Thermocouples
The basic tnstruxqentatiou of the test fixture and test
samples consisted of #36 copper-constantan thermo-
couples so placed to measure temperature drops per unit
length in the test column. The temperature drop per unit
length could be extrapolated to include the temperature from
the thermocouple locations to the test sample surfaces.
Thermocouple accuracy was verified to be within 4 micro-
volts of the N. ]5. S. calibration curve for copper-constantan
ther mo couple s.
Temperature measurements were recorded as the EMF of in-
divtdua/thermocouples referenced to Z73°K (0°C ice bath)
using a Leeds and Northrup K-3 potenttorneter. Measurement
accuracy of the K-3 is Z mlcrovolts or approximately.. 05°K.
It becomes readily apparent that the basic accuracy of measure-
ments is prirnari/y dependent upon the recorded differences in
EMF between individual thermocouples. For example, an in-
accuracy of 0.1 ° K (4 microvolts) for a temperature differential
of-L,-0_}f,-_esults-4n-a--10% error whereas the same inaccuracy
for a temperature di£ferentla/ of 10.0 °K results in a I% error.
Thus basic thermocouple instrumentation was considered the
most critical factor in test fbcture design since calculation of
heat flow _s based on thermal EMF (temperature) measure-
rr_ent s.
Thermocouple placement within the test samples was verified
as being correct b 7 the use of x-ray photographic techniques.
Run 1 was performed primar_/y to estimate the accuracy which
could be expected vzith the test fixture. The test sample surfaces
RF2RODUG_ oF _c[E
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were lapped to a surface finish of 0.07 micron CLA to
obtain a smooth flat surface condition. Test data for the
run indicates a reverse heat flow (from the water cooler
heat sink to the heater) or a minus At va/ue. The gross
error Is primarily due to a Zlt in the range of basic in-
strumentation accuracy of 0.1 ° K.
At this stage of testing the recorded temperatures were re-
ferenced to the laboratory ambient environment. Slight
shifts of temperature in the laboratory during data collec-
tion added to temperature measuring inaccuracies. An ice
hath reference thermocouple system was established early
in the test period resulting in the elimination of errors due
to shifts in ambient laboratory temperature.
Total test accuracy was estimated to be normall 7 within
+ 2% which includes (1) variations is load pressure (2) ther-
rnocouple -- instrumentation inaccuracies, and (3) flux-
meter errors.
This error is primarily based on measured At*s greater
than Zo50 C, Basic error increases to _-10_, with At_a
in the 0.5 ° C range.
At reduced contact pressures the basic limiting factor on
measuring accurst 7 was _.mposed by a reduction in wattage
flowing through the column which lowered the Z_ t _s within
the fluxrneter and test samples, alloying a greater percentage
error to exist in the temperature measurements of these areas.
At high contact pressures the basic limiting factor on measure-
ment accuracy was imposed primarily by the low A t measured
between the test samples with moderate wattage flow,
Z. Pressure Measurements
The accuracy of these measurements was considered to be
within the repeatability of strain gage techniques s_nce the load
¢ell was of strain gauge type with bridge readout supplied by a
Baldwin SR.-4 Calibration Indicator. This pressure measure-
ment accuracy was estimated to be the equivalent of +5 uew-
tons/Cm2o The error was primarily a result of drift'in the
-14-
bridge internal power source.
3. Voltage Measurement
DC measurements of main heater input wattage were fo_u'sd
dl_ring the test to normally agree within +5_ of calculated
wattage derived from _uxrneter At data.
4. P_adtatiou Shield Control
Radiation shield heater voltage was manually adjusted to
withl_ a +10 microvolt ernf differential between measurin_
thermocouple on the surfaces of the radiation shield and the
adjacent test column position. This is equivalent to 0.25°K.
An automatic heater control assembly was constructed and
placed into operation during the last three test runs. The
temperature tracking accuracy of the heater control units
was based on the linearity of the sensing elements, which
permitted a 0.4 ° K nonlinearity in the normal operating range
of the test fixture. The units could be easily adjusted, to
remove this error during unit operation.
Radiation loss was considered negligible even w_h a i. 0° C
temperature di_'ferential bet_,een test column and radiation
mhields.
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TT. Test Data
A. Test Sample lviatertal Characteristics.
Table rrr is a listing of the test sample matert.al characteris-
tics.
1. Thermal Conductivity.
Published data on Thermal Conductivity and data accrued during
the test are shown in Table IIL, A comparison between published
and test data Conductivity values indicates:
a_ Aluminum 6061-T6 (twelve samples) agreement within
-31to +12%.
hQ
C6
do
eo
Aluminum 356 (as cast) one sample,agreement vrithSu
+
Almag 35 (as cast) five samples _.greement _thin
f.
MaEnesium AZ?IC-T4 (four samples) aEreement w_thLu
_- 12%
Mag Lithium LA-141 (two samples) agreement within
2. Material _ardness (BaD Indenter Method)
This method warn used 1:o measure base materia/hardness on
the peripheral surface of the test samples. A one-eighth inch
d_meter ball indenter, applied with a 100 kllogramioad, yielded
lq.ock"wmll E. Scale readings of surface hardness. The resultant
readings (average of three per sample) were converted to equi-
valent readings on the Brine]/, (BH_T) Scale. The hardness of
LA 141_ however, was below the published lower limit on the
Brinell scale and +is thus reported as measured.
The overall range of hardness for the materials wAS:
a. Aluminum 606I-T6 (eleven samples) BHN 72-12Z.
b, Alllmi:um 356 (al Cast) one s_e BH_ 53,,56,
-16-
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C_
do
e.
3.
Alrnag 35 (as cast) four samples BHN 64-71,
Magnesium AZglC-T4 (four samples) BHN 53-60.
Mag Lithium LA-141 (two samples) Rockwell E 38-44.
Material Hardness (D_.mond Pyramid)
This method was used to measure material hardness on the
sample test surface. Five readings per sample were taken
upon completion of conductance testing. A 136 ° dLamond point
applied with a 5 kl/ogram load to the sample surfaces yielded
Vickers hardness readings as shown in Table Ill.
In two cases (both anodized test samples) difficulty was ex-
perienced in obtaining readings.
The MaEneslum A ZglC sample with black anodize surface
finish (Run #9 lower sample) did not permit clear reflective
viewing of the sample surface required to determine the size
of indentation. Only one reading was obtalned after many
attempts to v_ew diamond pyramid indentation on this sample.
The Mag Lithium LA-141 sample with anodize finish (lower
sample Run #11) did not y_eld readings of surface hardness.
On application of the diamond pyramid load,the surface ano-
dizing chipped.
The ranges of Vickers surface hardness for _he various test
samples were:
a. Aluminum 6061-T6 - 92 to 153
b. Aluminum 356 - 67 to 86
c. Almag 35 - 76 to 89
d. Magnesium AZglC - 63 to 72
Mag Lithium LA 141-104 to 113
(B • r 7llium Co ate d)
-18-
B. Surface Characteristics
Surface conditions were determined by analyzing strip chart
data derived from two louzces
Proficorder
T aly surf
The primary difference between the two surface measuring
systems was the ability of the proftcorder to scan across an
entire test sample surface (approximately 3.8 ca) whereas
the Talysurf scan distance was limited to _ Io3 cm.
Table T77 presents the surface finish data for each of the
twenty-four test samples. Surface finish is described as the
centerline average deviation (CLA) for a total scan. CLA alone,
however, ts not considered to be an adequate description of
surface conditions for the purpose of analTsis.
Additional surface data were reduced from Proficorder and
Talysurf test charts. These data are presented in Table I_"
and consist of (a) the average roughness height and width pro-
duced by each pass of the flycutter in the mL1/ing process,
(b) The average waviness produced by variations in flycutter
position with respect to the sample surface during the milling
operatiou_and (c) the average flatness deviation of the way{hess
peaks on the sample surface.
Sample orientation between the upper and lower samples for
test runs #Z,5,7, 8, 9 and i0 was reconstructed to vlew the
overall effects of surface waviness. A carbon f_lm applied to
the test sample surfaces accentuated the surface waviness
allowing viewing of matching surface patterns. These waviness
characteristics were noted as repeating at intervals of 0.84 to
0.99 centimeters along the sample surface. Approximately 4.2
wave cycles appeared on each sample surface exhibiting the_e
* Trademarks
(1) Mtcrornetrtcal Proficorder, Micrometrica/Manufacturing Co.
Ann Arbor, Michigan
(Z) Talysurf Model 3, Taylor, Taylor and Hobson Ltd.
Llecester, England
-_9-
Te•t
Run
No.
TAB LE
TEST SAMPLE SURFACE DATA
CLA Roughne.s s
(rnlcrons height
rnlcrons
1 0.07 _,A,
z 1.23 _. 84
3 1.71 4.50
Wavine • •
width height I
microns) (mlcrons)l
Upper Test Sarnple,s
N.A, N,A.
330 14.4
113 N.A.
width
(crn)
Flatne • •
heigh_ width
rntcro,_•) (cm)
N,A, 0.75 * 3,81 *
0.99 3.37 Z,81
N.A. Z.85 3.71
4 1.91 4.72 116 N.A. N.A. 3.30 3.65
1.19 3.56 300 10.8 0.89 2.54 3.80
2.00 6.12 98 N.A. N.A. 6.35 3.69
1.03 3.37 328 14.2 0.91 0.63 3.47
8
9
10
11
iZ
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
0.86 3.81 330 10.2 0.84 1.40 3.80
0.91 3.82 338 10.7 0.83 4.03 3.73.
0.84 3.82 325 7.6 0.9i 1.10 3,.79
0.41 ...... N.A. N.A. 0.20 1.30
0,69 ...... N.A. N.A. 0.30 1.30
i
Lower Test Samples .., -|
0.07 N.A. N,A, N,A, N,A, 0,75* 3,81=
1.o3 _,06 330 14,o o,74 2,54 . ),S_
2,48 8.32 119 N.A. N.A. 2.29 3.23
2.39 8.46 I19 N.A. N.A. 3.30 3.71
1.18 3.82 306 8.1 0.76 18.80 3.80
Z.46 8.39 108 N.A. N.A. 4.45 3.73
1.35 4.90 329 7.6 0.93 O_26-- --3_.2V--
8 I.85 9.14 320 I?, 0 0, 8? 5, 60 3.63
g 2.34 8.90 320 10.9 0,89 1,30 3,74
I0 1.4_ 5.90 327 9,7 0,95 1,40 3,72
II 0.81 ...... N.A. N.A. 0.60 1.30
12 0.28 .., - ..... N.A, N.A. 0. I0 1.30
N.A. Not Applicable
* Eetirnated
.IZ0 m
Waviness characteristics, with the exception of the lower
test sample for Run f5 which exhibited only two distinct
surface waves each 0.76 centimeters apart. Further ana/ysts of
this sample indicated a concave deviation in surf-ace flatness
c_ 18.8 microns which is approximately three times greater
in magnitude than any other test sample.
Figure 4 is a photograph of two typical samples shown with
carbon treated surfaces. Note the basic ridge patterns on each
Bample surface. Placement of the samples (orientation) could
allow surface patterns to overlay on ridge patterns, with five
major contact areas existing,or with a 90 ° shift in sample
orientation to produce sixteen to seventeen contact areas on the
ridge patterns. I
The total maxtmun_ number of contact areas noted when when
reorienting the samples as placed in the test fixture were:
Ru_ #Z - 14
Run #5 - 14
Run #7 - 5
Run #8 - 15
Run #9 - 16
Run #i0- 17
Test samples from the remaining runs did not exhibit this
type of waviness or any recurrent ridge pattern, hence could
not be analyzed for apparent areas of surface contact.
C. Contact Conductance vs. Contact Pressure
1. Run #I Aluminum 6061-T6
• A1mag 35 (as cast)
The surfaces of the two test samples were lapped to a 0.07
micron CLA surface finish prior to conductance testing. Objec-
tive of the run was to determine the degree of accuracy obtain-
able with the test hardware.
Temperature measurements within each of the measuring planes
(same lateral position in fixtures) were found to differ not more
than 0.5 ° C. The difference reflected a change in calculated con-
ductance of approximatel 7 I0% at lower contact loads and approxi-
mately 5_0 at higher loads.
-Zl-
Therrnocouple instrumentation was referenced to the ambient
temperature environment during this run.
As previously noted in Basic Considerations, Instrumentation,
Page 12 other inaccuracies introduced gross errors when work-
ing with low At's (temperature differentia/s). The average
expected contact conductance characteristics for Run,_l are plotted
in Figure 5.
P
"Table _ lists test conditions and calculated results for Run #I
for therrno.couple positions located vertically across the upper
and lower samples shown as Short, Long and Average. If heat
flow between the test samples were identical at all surface
locations the three sets of data would be identical.
Tests seven through ten data, presented in Table'S, established
conductivity levels upon returning to low applied pressures as
being appreciably higher than during initial tests (hysteris effect).
CARBON TREATED TEST SAMPLE SURFACES
FIGURE 4
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t Run #Z Aluminum 6061-T6
Aluminum 6061-T6
J
Both sample test joints surfaces were flycutter machined to
1.23 and 1.03 mOzrons CLA (upper and lower) respectively.
Both samples exhibitednoticeable surface waviness chara-
cteristics. Orientation of samples In their test atitude re-
vea/ed contact between samples was distributed through
approximately fourteen contact areas.
Uponcompletion of conductance testing at the max load (700
newtons/cm Z ),reduced the load to 145 ne'_ons/cm z to check
hysteresis effect. Hysteresis shows an approximate IZ% in-
crease over initial heat transfer data at 145 ne_ons/cm Z.
Figure 6 is a plot of Average Contact Conductance vs. Con-
tact Pressure. Table _! presents test data for Run #Z de-
rived from the At across the test samples.
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Run #3 Aluminum 6061-T6
Almag 35
Proflcorder data of sample surfaces indicated (I) the
Aluminum sample contact surface was flycutter machined
to a 1.71 micron CLA surface and (2) the A/roSE sample
contact surface was flycutter machined to a 2.48 micron
CLA surface. The data a/so Indicated negligible surface
waviness with no apparent wave pattern.
Figure 7 is the plot of Average Contact Conductance vs.
Load for Run #3.Table V'_ is a listing of test conditions
noted during Run #3 and presents the contact conductance
between sample surfaces at locations denoted as Long_
Short, and Average.
Run #3 ,Test 7 ahown in Table v'rr was performed to check
hysteresis effect following maximum pressure application.
The result indicates no appreciable increase in contact con-
ductance due to hysteresis.
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Run #4 Aluminum 6061-T6 "
Almag 35
The purpose of this test run was to determine the degree
of repeatability which could be expected when testing
similar materials. This test was a repeat of Run #3 with
comparable samples. Repeatability is shown by plotting
Run #3 Contact Conductance Data on Figure 8.
Sample surface conditions were (upper) 1.91 microns CLA
and (lower) 2.39 microns CLA. The surfaces however,
were quite flat exhibiting no waviness characteristics and
only" flatness deviations due to surface roughness. Accord-
ingly this constitutes good surface cond_tlons for heat trans-
fer as in the case of Run #3.
Table _ is a listing of Contact Conductance Data for
Run #4.
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Run #5 Aluminum 6061-T6
Magnesium AZ91C
Surface finish for the test samples was (upper) 1.19
microns CLA and (lower) I. 18 microns CLA.
The prime objective during this test was to determine the
r_ear optimal value of heat transfer. Plots of the initial and
final runs with cydicv_riatiou of test pressures are pre-
sented in Figure 9. It will be noted that final levels are
approximatel 70. I watts/cm2°C above original levels.
A/though surface finish based on CLA data shows a better
finish (RX_ than previous test runs with Aluminum and
A/mag 35.the Contact Conductance Values are approximately
one third that of the previous data. A characteristic ridge
patte_was however noted on both test samples. Reconstruct-
ion o( test sample mating revealed only limited area of ridge
contact between test samples due to concavity of the lower
test sample.
Table IX- I and rT_ Z lists the Contact Conductance Data
which includes measured ZI t's recorded across test sample
surfaces during the test.
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• Aluminum 6061-T6
SLllcone Grease (Interstitial Layer)
A1mag 35
This test run was performed to determine the effecti_ess
of an interstitial layer of silicone grease applied between
the test samples. Surface finish was (upper) Z.00Tnicrons
CLA and (lower) Zo46 microns CLAo Profilometer record-
[ngs indicated that sample surfaces were flat and consistent
with finishes on samples used for test Runs #3 and 4. Thus
test data should be comparable if silicone grease were not
used as an interstitial material.
Test data Indicates a marked improverneut in heat transfer
at lower contact pressures but only a slight improvement
at higher pressures over previous test data at Runs #3 and 4.
Figure I0 is the plot of Contact Conductance vs. Contact
Pressure for Run #6. Table _ _s the listln E of Contact Con-
ductance Data for Run #6.
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Run #7 Aluminum 6061-T6
Mague s._.um AZ91C
Surface conditions of the test samples were (upper) 1.03
microns CLA and (lower) I. 35 microns CLA. Inspection
of the sample surfaces revealed a surface ridge condition
similar to many samples used in previous runs.
Surface couditlons were _n fact alrni/ar to those of Run #5
with one exception, the lower sample surface concavity
which existed in Run #5 did not appear on these samples.
The resultant data indicates 40% increase in contact con-
ductance compared to Run #5. Inspection of surface contact
areas indicated that the five major ridEes on each sample
had been in contact ,compared to the fourteen ridge contacts
noted when matin E samples of Run #5. Run #7 data indicates
that a "]Best Case" matin E condition of test samples surfaces
existed.
Figure 11 presents the plot of Contact Conductance vs. Con-
tact Pressure for Run #7. Ta51e XIlists Contact Conductance
Data for Run #7.
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Run #8 Aluminum 6061-T6
Aluminum 356
The teat samples used for this run were (upper) 0.86
microns and (lower) 1.85 microns CLA. Surface measure-
meuts indicated that five ridge patterns existed on each test
sample; and when placed in the test orientation the samples
contacted at fifteen ridge intersections. Test data indicates
a contact conductance comparable to those noted in Run #5
for AlumLnum 6061-T6 and Magnesium AZglC with sirnLlar _iY-
cutter surface r{dge intersects. ,
Figure IZ is an Average Plot of Contact Conductance vs. Con-
tact Pressure for Run #8. Table TTT is the listing of Contact
Conductance Data for Run #8.
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Run #9 Aluminum 6061-T6.
Anodize d Mague sium A ZPlC
Sample surface finishes were (upper) 0.91 microns CLA
and (lower) Z.34 microns CLA. Both sample test surfaces
exhibited the characteristic wave pattern of five ridges on
each test surface with an average mating at sixteen intersecting
areas. The average heat transfer over the test sample surface
is shown _n the plot of Contact Conductance vs. Contact Pres-
sure, Figure 13. Average Contact Conductance for Run #9 is
approxi,mately one-half the value of contact conductance for
Run ,#7 (similar materials with no anodize surface finishes).
Test data presented in Table _ starts with test 9. This was
due to silicon oil vapor backstreaming from the vacuum diffus-
ion pump into the test area during the original test series. The
sample surfaces were cleaned of silicon oil and testing was re-
peated starting with Test 9.
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Run #i0 Almag 35
MaEnesium A Z91C
The thermal contact conductance between two "so_ alloys"
w_s LuvestLgated to determine what effect_.ve heat transfer
could be expected between such materials compared to the
relatively "Hard" alloy Aluminum 6061-T6, in combination
with a "Soft" alloy magnesium A Z91C. (Run #7)
direct comparison, however, is not possible because of
the difference of surface contact points (five for R.un #7 and
seventeen for Run #i0). It is noted that the contact con-
ductance values recorded during Run #10 are higher than those
recorded during Run #7.
FLgure 14 is a plot of the Average Contact Conductance vs.
Contact Pressure for Run#f0. Table _presents Test Data
for Run #I0.
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Run #II Aluminum 6061-T6
Anodized Mag Lithium LA-141
Thermal Conductance Characteristics for this run are
presented in Figure 15. The sharp upswing in conduc-
tance at 700 newtons/crn z is a result o£ migration of
silicon grease into the test joint. The expected plot of
Contact Conductance vs. Pressure _s shown as a dotted
line.
Surface finish on the samples was (upper) 0.46 and
(lower) 0.81 microns. No surface waviness was noted
on Talysuff recordings for both surfaces.
St=face measurements of hardness using the V_ckers
diamond pyramid method was not possible due to chipping
of the anodize surface.
Table _ZE presents the Contact Conductance Test Data
taken during Run #ii. The difference in _t between
lateral therrnocouple locations was quite low indicating
and even distribution of heat transfer at the surface inter-
face,,
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Run #IZ Alum_num 6061-T6
Mag'Lithium LA-141 (Beryllium Coated)
Sample preparation for the test samples yielded flat smooth
surfaces for the Beryllium Coated Mag Lithium (see Table IV,
page 19 ).
The Aluminum 6061-T6 Sample ,was also quite flat. As a re-
sult the surface finish provided excellent contact conditions.
Contact Conductance vs. Contact Pressure Data for this run
is presented inFigure 16. Test data for Run #1Z is presented
in Table X:_.
Visual observation of surface condition following test re-
vealed a blistering of the beryllium sample surfaces indicating
that poor coating adhesion of beryllium existed.
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D. Raw Test Data
1. Computer Input Information
The basic measurements of thermal EMF, contact pressure,
and wattage were transferred from the operator test data
sheets to the forms shown in Attachments IA and 1B pages
59 and 60 .
Attachments are shown completed with operator test data
for Run#gjTest 13B. Material Conductivity Data for the test
sampleswerederived fromtest sample and fluac,'_e_ Z_t data
and is shown ou lines 4 and 8 of Attachment I-A.
2. Computer Program
The Data recorded ou the Input Data Sheets were subsequently
transferred to punched cards to meet computer input require-
ments.
Thermal EMF in mill_volts was converted to degrees centigrade,
by _he computer program, using a polT_ornial approximation
method.
Constants were used for conversion of basic test data to the
desired scales of measurement. The basic program was in
VFAP form for processing in & G.E. Z35 Computer.
49-
INPUT DATA SHEET
CONTACT CONDUCTANCE TESTING PROGRAM
TEST NUMBER RUN:RUMBER
_ 4r I • _ o o 4.eo.e t o. ooe. el e*ee omeo.
DATE BEGUN... .... ._,, ........... o.,.. .............
UPPER SAHPLE NUMBER AND MATERIAL .................
CONDUCT.i Vl TY (WATTS/CM°C) ..............
SURFACE FINISH (.INCH CLA) TOP ..........
(INCH INTERFACE...
_URFA
o. • .
LOWER SAHPLEi"NUMBER ANO NATERIA/_ ..................
GONOUCTIV.i'TY (WATTS/CM°C)
' ...ee .aee eeoo.
SURFACE F}NtSH CINCH CLA) BOTTOM .....
SURFACE FI+NlSH (INCH CLA) I NTERFACE ....
NOTE: SEE KEY FOR MEANINGS OF ABBREVIATIONS.
ATTACH'M]_NT tA
• REPRODUO_O._ITg O.P THJ_
ORI_.+{/-:Z, Pa_-l_ _ POOR
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I •
2.
3.
t_.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
I0.
II.
12.
I).
1/4.
15.
TEST NUMBER-RUN NUMBER ..............
TIME BEGUN ..........................
Thermocouple Inputs (millivo|ts).
HEATER LONG ................................
HEATER SHORT (AVG) .........................
MEAT METER-TOPLONG ........................
HEAT METER-TOP SHORT (AVG.) .................
HEAT
HEAT
HEAT
HEAT
UPPER
UPPER
LOWER
LOWER
UPPER
LOWER
METER-MIDDLE
METER-MIDDLE
METER-BOTTOM
METER-BOTTOM
LONG .....................
SHORT (AVG.) .............
LONG .....................
SHORT (AVG) ............ ..
SAMPLE- LONG... .......................
SAMPLE-SHORT (AVG) ...................
SAMPLE- LONG ..........................
SAMPLE-SHORT (AVG) ......... . .........
SAMPLE COOLER FACE ...................
SAMPLE METER FACE .......... , .........
COOLER .....................................
TEST OPERATORS INITIALS .............
I I
I I
I I
ATTACH'_ENT ;IB
-61 -
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3. Magnetic Tape Storage
The Raw Input Data entered into the. GE 235 Computer was
converted to magnetic tape format for permanent storage.
A printout of tape data was checked for errors introduced
during the transfer of data from operator test data sheets
to magnetic tape. Subsequent corrections to Magnetic
Tape Data yielded an accurate permanent record of Contact
Conductance Test Data.
A f_hal printout verified the correctness of Test Data.
4. Printer Output
Attachment 2A ts a printout of reduced test data for Run 9
Test 13B. This Attachment shows the basic 39 lines of
information as shown on the Input Data Sheets, attachment
IA and I_ pages 59 and60 . Also shown is the conversion
of t hermocouple EMF to the equivalent temperature (in °C).
Attachments ZB, 2C and 2D pages 63 thru 65 presents
the calculated data for other parameters for Run #9 ,Test 13B.
The underlined data shown on these attachments can also be
found in reduced form _n Table TTTT page 48.
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C3NTACT CJNDUCTANCE TESTING PROGRAM
T£ST NUMS_'_U_ NU_,SER .., .... '''''*t''t**
rATE BEGU_,_....,........,.,.........,...,
UPPE_ SAMPLE NUMmEW ANU MATERIAL ,,,,.,,,,
CONDUCTIVITY [WATTS/CH C|...,,......,
SURFACE FINIS w lINCH CLA | TOP ......
INTErFacE 36
LOWER SAMPL¢ NJMRE_ AND HATE_I& L ,, ...... , 26
C0NDUCTIVITY IWATTS/¢M C| .. .... .,.., \
SU_FACk FINISH [I_CH _LA] TUP ..,..,
INTERSTITIAL MAT=_IALo....
wklN MEATEA V_LTA_ |
WAIN MEjTEW CU_QCNT (
QU&RD HEkTEM V)LTA(_E
QUA_D _IATER VJLTA_E
QUARO HEATEd V]LTA(;E
QUARD HEATER V_LTAGE
_UARD WE&I.EM V3LTA=;E
_UARD HEkIER VOLTA_;E
LOAD CELL _=ADIN_
VACUUM t
TEST NU_g=_-_UW NU_BEW,..,
INTERFACE
eooeeee'eoeoooeo
VOLTS] ,,..,..,.
[VOLT$I L_VEL 2 •
LVOLT$] _=VEL 3 ,
[VOLTS] Level 4 ,
(VOLT_| L¢VFL 5 ,
|VOLTS] LEVFL 5 .
[ONITS] .........37
MM WG I
TIME _kRU_.... .... .., ....... .........
THE_wOCOUPLE _'_PUT5 IMILLLVOLT$]
=. •
3, HE_T¢_ wErEm -TOP LUN_ ,.o,,...,.., 3,3_
4. -T_JP $_O_T [Av_] ..... 3.37_
S. -MIDDLE LONG ......... 4.0_
_, -MIDDL_ qHO_T [AVe] ,, 4,0_2
7, -@JTTUM LONG ......... 4.807
0. -_TTU_ _HO_T (AVGJ .. 4,803
9. UPPEM SAHPL= -LON_ ................ 2,322
tO, "S_O_T [AvG] ,,.,,,.., 2,329
IS, LOwEw SAM_L; -LONG ,,..,..,, ....... 2,*h7
t3, -S_ORT [JVGI ........, 2._0
t_. uPPEw SAMRLE COOLkR PACF ....°.°..... 2.209
t4, LOWEW SA_L_ METE_ F*CE ............. 2.9_
TEST OPEW_T_R$ INITIALS GVL
_.0-_.5"64
44 6061-T6
1,36534
Lkc=PED
E-6
AZ-91CAN
,5,_=J02
LAPPC. D
92 E.6
NONE
6% .3_.
,6S
8.4
5._
3._
4,4S
2.0
2. E,'_
13m
3.0QPM
$16,225170
%16,204293
80,1E40174
80,kT_3933
95,_230237
95,1_322_
%1%,237791
1_t,1_3647
5b,_$_6e83
_4,_392_9S
64,_36222
_4.U626370
70,92_36_
45,40_5_40
A T 'TA C H3v(_,I_T 2A
_KT_?.:_.L PAgE _ POOR
-63-
0 SHORT
UJ SWOPT
LOAD ON SAMPLE pSI .............
wATTS I_ .,,,., ....... ,...., ..... .
wATTS r_O*I_ [_ Ft UX _ET_I_ I ....
_ATIO OF _tTS rL_),.IN_ TO *ATTS IN
DELTA T FU_ LO_E_ SAMPLE.... ..... .
DELTA T Fbe UP,E= SA_LE.... ..... .
_ELTA T _T dOlqT ., .
JOINT CC_bUCTA_F AT T_E LOA_ '_I.CZ
"60Z.473684
:: +4t..,0%5,0
.. "3q.8580000
*.g_089265_
°. _.952_6741Q
•. *.3_7_2513@
:: "5.98,34811*.155487044
_C *.560553107
i
o S_O_?
tJJ LONe
LOAD O_ _PLE =S!
..0..........
LOAD ON _PLE _E-TO_$/CM_,......
wATTS IN ......... ..... .... .... ;..
UATT_ FLOWLN_ IN FLUX _ET_,. ..... .
RATIO OF _ATTS ridDinG TO WATTS In
OELTA T Fb_ LO_E= SA,_LE..........
_ELTA T FOR UP=E= 3A_LE.°.. .......
_ELTA T _1 JOI_T , • .
• JOINT CO Mb;JCTAqCP =T T_E LOA_ _IC_
.601.473_84
:: "4:'.701580
• . -3a,2_7373 n
*.96009265_
.. *.952567410
.. *.38722513 =
_6.5347585_
:: ..t7o7  7  
bC *._36_X88_
0 SWU_T
UJ AV_A_
LOAD 04 5A:_#LE _5l o...°°o..o°°o°.
WATT_ Ih ..,..,........,..., .... ...,
WATTS rL_WING IN FLUX _ETE_,........
RATIO OF ,ArT$ FLOWING TO WATTS lh
_ELTA T Fb_ LO_EZ SAMPLE............
DELTA T F6_ LJP_Ea FANPLE.,.,,.°..,.,
1÷ i+;+:::
JOINT CONbUCTA_C¢ =T T,E LOAn ,/CZuC
"601.473684
,41a.701500
*3o°BSgO000
,3a.2673730
*,960092655
*.95_567410
*.36722513_
$6.26155334
*,lb36E6422
*.536094947
ATTACH'_ENT ZB
R=_PP_DUO_ILITY OF THF
•, " ,'x,V,%._ I-
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0 LONG
UJ SHOgT
LOAD ON _PLE PSI ,,,.,,..,,.,,,.
LOAD ON S_PLE _,E=TONS/CM2, .... ....
wATTS IN .,*........,..,,..,.. .... ,,
WATTS FL_WING IN FLUX METE_, ...... ,.
RATIO OF _ATT5 FLOWING TO WATTS Iv
nELTA T F_R LO_E= SAMPLE.,.° ..... ,..
BELT_ T Fb_ UP_S= SAMPLE.,.,...,,,..
DELTA T AT J_I_T ,,.,,o.,,. ...... ..
DELTA T AI JOI_T/*_TT _T T_E LOAD,,,
JOINT CG_bU_TA,_C_ AT T_E LUA_ _/C2DC
,601.473684
,414.701500
*39.8580000
,38.47B7393
*.965395639
*.057828837
÷,359363940
"5.9_094790
*.$55435131
*.$b4_46667
0 LOnG
UO LONG
LOAD O_ _#LE _SI .-..--,.....,.. "60Z.473684Lo,Do,,
WATTS I_ .., ..... , ............ ,..'.. "3q,8580000
WATTS FLOWING IN FLUX :4ETE_ ...... ,,. *38,4787393
RATIO GF _TTS FL_ING TO _ATT5 IN _,qb539563q
_ELTA T _b_ LO_E_ SAMPLE..., ........ ,.o_7828837
DELTA T F_M UP'E= SAMPLE.,,, ...... .. *.3_936394n
BELT= T AI _I_T • , . .6.52735_2_
_OINT CONUOGTA_C¢ _T THE L_JAn 4/C2dC _,_71047_7
0 LONG
lid AVERAqE
LOAD O_ _;_PLE mill .o....,,,..,,,, *_0_.473_84
WARTS [_ ,., ..... ,,,.,,,.,,...,,,,,, "39,8_80000
WATTS FLOWING IN FLUX ._ETEM, ..... ,,. "38,4787393
RATIO [iF *ATTS FLU=ING TO WATTS .IN ÷.965395630
DELTA T FbR LO_= SAMPLE..., ..... ,,. *._57828837
DELTA T Fb_ UP_E_ SAMPLE.,,, ..... ,., *,3_9383940
DELTA T Al JOIWT ,...,..,.. ...... ,,_ "6.254153_?
DELTA T Al JOI_T/W_TT AT THE LOAD,,, *.%_2_3529_
JOINT CONbUGTA¢CE AT TME LUA_ _/C2UC ÷,53969385_
ATT_CH'_£NT ZC
_I_]KDLt, IG Pt_G_ [_LA.NK" NOT FtI._-_
UJ S_ORT
• ....... LOAD ON $A_MLE PS! .,.,....,,,.,.,
LOAD ON $AH_LE NE_TONS/C_2.o.......
.... wATTS IN ....,.......,......,,,,...,
WATTS FLO*[N_ IN FLUX METER.........
RATIO OF _ATTs FLO_|NG TO *ATT$ |N
DELTA T FCR LOa/m SAHPLE.°.o.,......
OELTA T RU_ U_ER SAHPLE,..j,,..,...
.JOZNT C04UU_TANC_ AT T_E LUA_ _/C2DC
.60_J73684
.414.?0_500
*39,85B0000
$38.3730994
*,962J4423Q
_.9_198209
*..388294_72 ....... •
*5,98464789
*_t59623
$._62448770
°_.
6...-
0 AVERAG_
Ud LONG
LOAD ON SAMPLE _SI ,...,,, .... ,,,. $60Z.473684
LOAD ON SAH_LE NE_TONS/CH2,..,.°°°. $4¢4.?01500
WATTS IN °..o.o..,...o,o.*o,,,,.,oo° $39°85800_0
.WATTS rLO*i_ iN FLUX HETTY.....,,,, _38,3730594
_AT]O OF *ATTS RLO_]NG TO *ATTS ;N $,962744230
DELTA T r_ LO_E_ SAmPlE.,....,,..,. *,955_98209
DELTA ? R_R UP;E= SAHPLE.,,,,....,,. *,388_94572
DELTA T _T JO_T ,..,,°,o,,..,°.... *6.53_05833
DELTA ? AT JOl_T/w_TT AT T_E LOAD,,, *,170_990_2
JO|NT CON_UGTA_CE _T T_E LOAD _/C2UC *,_5392403
,__. = •AVERA_=
Ud AVERA_
_ LOAD ON $_LE
LOAD ON
_ATT_
DE_T_
i-- DELTA
I _iLTA
OELtA
[-. AOINt
L-_
• S| ,,,°,°_,°,,,o°,
S_P_E NE_TON$ICH2t_mott,. t
_ e ° | t4 e e o • e e e e e ° ° e ° I e e t t _ e e e
rLOWIN_ |N FLUX HITERI_°II°o !OF *ATTS.FLQ*IN. 0 *ATTS IN
T FOR _O_ER SAHPLE,**,,,,o**°°
,, ,..;......,....,..
t AT _O]_T/_TT 1_E LOAD,AT ,,
CON_UOYA_C_ AT T_E LOAD _C2_¢
"601.473684
"39,8_80000
*,962744230
$.9551902_
e'°3ES294572
"6,2_78531_
$,_63079337
$,_37_93394
, .o_
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APPENDIX I
Test Hardware Description, Test Methods, Operating
Procedures, and System Schematic Diagrams are pre-
sented in this section as follows:
A. Test Chamber
B. Description of Test Fixture
C. Temperature Instrumentation
D. Test Sacnple Preparation
E. AsSembly of Samples in Test Fixture
F. Preparing _or Test
G. Returning.Test Chamber to Atmospheric Pressure
Figure 1
Figure Z
Figure 3
Figure 4
Figure 5
T&ble
. Test Chamber
- Therrnocouple Locations, Lower Sample
- Therrnocouple Locations, Upper Sample
- Conductance Test System Schematic
- Automatic Heater Control Circuit
- A_tornatlc Heater Control Components List.
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A. TEST CHAMBER
The vacuum test chamber consists of a glass bell jar
sealed against a metal feed through ring and base plate.
The feed tErough is used as a convenlent method of pro-
viding ports for water, power, and instrumentation. A
system schematic is shown in Figure 4, Page 15.
Obtaining initial vacuum in the low 10 -3 tort range is accom-
plished with a Welch "Duo Seal" Pump Model 140ZB; for ulti-
mate evacuation of 10 -6 torr an NRC Equipment Corporation
type 0171 diffusion pump is used. This vacuum was monitored
originally with an _onization gage controller _. A Cenco Dis-
charge Vacuum gage and controller was used during the later
phase of the test activity to give indications that chamber pres-
sure in the 10 -6 torr range as being reached.
Type BA-60-NBK
* Manufactured by Vacuum Products Div.
F..I". Cooke Inc.
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B. DESCRIPTION OF TEST FIXTURE
A diagram of the test fixture is shown in Figure I. The
main support structure consists of an upper and a lower
plate heldby three steel rods. A pressure bellows is
mounted to the bottom plate to produce the load[ng force
on the measuring column.
The measuring column consists of the heater, heat flux-
meter, lower sarnple_ upper sample and cooler as des-
cribed below:
Heater
The main heater consists of two standard 80 watt cart-
ridge heaters installed in a truncated copper cone plated
with gold. Four thef-mocouples were installed near the
heat meter interface to indicate the effectiveness of the
copper to smooth out the heat flux to the flux meter.
Heat Fluxmeter
The fluxrneter has a diameter of 3.81 crn and length of
8. Z6 cm. Thermocouples are installed i-n holes drilled in
each of three cross aections spaced along the lateral len_
the fluxrneter. One group of thermocouples is located .95
cm from each contacting end and the third group is centered
between the ends.
Four locations for thermocouples were installed in each of
the lateral sections of the fluxmeter. Three are spaced 1Z0 °
apart and 0.64 cm {n from the outer surface, the fourth is _n
the center. All of the thermocouples are aligned axially w£th
the flu.xrnete r.
_m
Upper and Lower Samples
Test samples are the same diameter as the fluxmeter,
3.81cm, and have a lengthof Z.03 cm.
The thermocouple pattern in the sample is simLlar to that
of the flu.xmeter. One set of three thermocouples are an
average of .635 cm from interface of fluxmeter and cooler
(center thermocouples are an average of 0.15 cm from test
s.urface. (see Figures Z and 3)
Cooler
A water cooled heat sink is used in the test fixture. A
water tank approximately Z5 cm in diameter by one meter
long and an inline heater at thetank inlet are us_dto stabL1ize
and control coolant temperature.
Load CeLl
A Cox and Stevens, Mfg. Part no. C-410Z0-1, Load CeLl
with a force capacity of 4.45 x 104 new'cons was used at the
top of the test fixture to sense the force exerted on the samples.
Output of the load cell was measured with a Baldwin SR-4
Calibration Indicator, Model No. PIC 2ASTCOFF, Range 0 to
60,000 units,
Preload Screw
A preload screw was used at the top of the test fixture to m._tin-
rain sample alignment during assembly'.
Radiation Shields
SLx radiation shields of appropriate segment sizes are provided
along the lateral length of the test fixture to mEnimize the radial
heat exchange from the measuring column. These shields con-
sist of gold-plated aluminum rings heated electrically' with
, -5--
resistive graphite-cloth strips. The graphite-cloth Es
insulated from the a/uminum ring by a layer of glass cloth
which ts bonded as an assembly with ceramic cement.
Thermal resistance elements are cemented to the inside
surface o£ each radiation shield, opposite each o(these
elements there is a similar element on the test column.
Temperature balance between the column and shields is
controlled by regulating the drive voltage to the graphite
cloth heaters attached to the shields.
Automatic Heater Control Circuit
A differential amplifier circuit automatically contro]s the
radiation shield heaters, maintaining the same temperature
on the radiation shield surface as that of the adjacent portion
of the test column.
As the temperature of the shield or column increases or de-
creases, an unbalance of the differentia/ amplifier drive re-
sults. The voltage to the radiation shield heaters change
until a state of equilibrium is reached. The circu[t schematic
is shown in Figure 5.
The accuracy is dependent upon the linear[ty and response
o( the Minco resistive elements used to sense rhea t between
the test column and radiation shield surfaces. Linearity
between elements has been noted to be w_thLn 4- 1% _n the
normal temperature operating range. This is equivalent to a
t of approximately_ 0.4°K over the normal temperature
range. The units can be rnanuall_, readjusted to remove this
source o( error wht/e operating.
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C. TEMPERATURE LNSTRUMENTATION
Temperatures throughout the test fi._cZure were measured from
No. 36 gauge copper-constantan therrnocouples.
Thertnocouples within the fixture are selectable uslngTher-
moelectr_c, Type 80363 Rotary'Switches, combined with a
vacuum feed through rotary switch. These measuring ther-
mocouples are referenced to an ice bath junction.
A Leeds and Northrup K-3 Potentiorneter Catalog No. 7553-5,
an Epple 7 Laboratories Inc. Standard Ceil, Model No. 749633
and a Leeds and Northrup Electronic Null Detector are used for
measuring the thermally generated EMF of the individual ther-
mocouples. The capajbility spec_f%cation for the K-3 is approxi-
mately Z n_[crovolts, which corresponds to about .05 °C.
/
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D. TEST SAMPLE PREPARATION
1. Weld junction of copper - constantan leads (approx.
Z 1/Z ft. long) 14 required.
2. Form Bead with Armstrong A2 adhesiv6 over the
junction, this wLU provide centering of junction in hole and
strengthen the joint. Bead must be small enough for free
inhertion into sample.
3. Prepare surface with catalyst from Baldwin L[ma
HamLlton kit Catalog No. I03158, and attach thermal r_bbon
(Minco Products Inc. Model S7B) to side of sample with
Eastman 910 Adhesive.
4. After initial bead of Armstrong AZ Adhesive has hard-
ened, recoat with Armstrong AZ cement and insert into
upper and lower samples per Figures Z and 3.
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E. ASSEMBLY OF SAMPLES IN TEST FIXTURE
i. Coat sample surface thermocouple junctions with
Armstrong AZ cement. Attach three thermocouples on each
side of upper and lower sample approximately centered and
equally spaced, allowing adhesive to set prior to installation.
Z. Apply silicone grease to too of fluxmeter and position
lower sample centered with fluxmeter.
3. Center upper sample with lower sample and orient
test samples keeping the reference position A [n line.
4. Apply silicone grease to mating surface of water cooler
and center on upper sample.
5. Tighten inlet and outlet water connections to water
cooler.
6. Check load cell indicator for zero.
7. Place load cell orL cooler.
8. Assemble upper plate to main structure.
9. Apply minimun pressure required to hold column
alignment with preload screw.
i0. Ascertain that the fluxrneter, lowe_ sample, upper
sample and water cooler are concentric and that reference
position A on upper and lower samples is maintained in align-
ment.
ii. Connect thermocouple for water cooler.
-9-
IZ. Turn load cell indicator on and check pressure.
(Pressure on load cell must not exceed I00 load cell units).
13. Solder all thermocouples from sample to appropriate
leads from connector.
-I0-
F. PREPARING FOR TEST
I. Clean top surface of feed through ring and rubber seal
on hell jar. Coat with high vacuum silicone grea3e and
assemble.
Z. Close vent valve to chamber.
3. • Open valve to allow water flow through sample cooler.
4. Start mechanical vacuum pump.
5. Open "block off valve" between mechanical pump and
diffusion pump.
6. Close water valve to diffusion pump heater area, turn
on diffusion pump heater when pressure [s less than 50 n_.'cror_s,
7. When diffusionpump is hot (approximately 30 minutes)
turn on LN z.
8. When vacuum is be!or.- ZO microns reset, safety circuit,
as pressure approaches i _._.icron, place safe_.y circuit switch
to "on" position.
9. Turn on water heater, main heater, radiation shield
heaters and radiation shield heater logic.
I0. Set air pressure at proper level, Z50 load cell units
for start of test.
-II-
G. RETURN TEST CHAMBER TO ATMOSPHERIC PP.E, SSURE
I. Turn off diffusion pump heater, LN z supply, main heater volt-
age and radiation shield heaters.
Z. Turn on water for cooling diffusion pump heater.
3. Disconnect LNp_, connect air line to diffusion pump cold trap,
open solenoid valve allowing air to pass through cold trap until all
LN_ has "been removed (approxinnatel y I I/Z hour)
4. After LN z has been removed close "block off valve" between
mechanical pump and diffusion pump.
5. Cpen va;uum chamber vent allowing pressure to build up
slowly.
6. Turn off mechanical pump when pressure in chamber has
equalized.
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TABLE I
\ " lCbMPONENT
_UTQM_.TIC HEATER CONTROL CirCUIT
Re _:erenfce N_me
Ri
RZ
R3
R4
R5
K6
R7
R8
R9
RI0 "
RII
KiZ
RI3
R14
RI5
RI6
RI7
Resister 560 ohm_
Resistor Z. Z K
Resistor !00 ohnas
Resistor ZZ _'i
Resistor 47 51
Resistor 47 K
Res;.stor 47 K
Resistor 3. 3 K
Resistor 16 K
Resistor 220 ohms I _,V
Resistor 240 ohms i W
Resistor 6Z ohms 1%V
Bourns Tz in_.pot Z K
Unit #i 1O ohms (5+5) 15 Vf
I._.peA=,_ce . [5_lt _ !0 o_h_s-_&5)-- "
--Match-Re- Unit 7'#3 18 ohms (6+6+6) "
s[stors Series Unit #4 15 ohms (5_5+5) "
Connected Unit #5 i0 ohms (5_-5) "
Unit #6 7 ohms (3_-4) "
Resistor 510 ohms 1 W
Bourns Trimpot Z ohms 1%V
Bourns Trimpot i00 ohms
"& :
,/
It
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TABLE I (cont'd)
Component List - Automatic Heater Control Circuit Cont'd
Reference Name Part No. or size
Qt Transistor ZN2060
QZ Transistor ZN930
Q3 Transistor zNzg07
Q4 Trans istor ZN27..22
Q5 Transistor 2NZ034
Q6 Trans iBtor 2N173-4
Q7 Transistor 2NZ034
CRI Diode 1N968B
CR2 Diode IN753
CR3 Diode IN970A
CR4 Diode IN971
C1 Capacitor I00 uf 50VDC

